Tutorial A4.3: Focus Settings

Focus Metric Settings

Select metrics, targets and weights for categories in the focus sector.

1. **Number of Comments Made on Admin Updates**
   - **Weight %:** 100
   - **Target Value:** 7
   - **Title Text:** Number of Comments You Made on Instructor Updates
   - **Legend Text:** Engagement with Admin Updates
   - **Help Text:** Making comments on instructor updates can improve this score.

2. **Number of Updates Authored**
   - **Weight %:** 100
   - **Target Value:** 7
   - **Title Text:** Number of Updates You Have Made in the Community
   - **Legend Text:** Updates Created
   - **Help Text:** Making updates to your community can improve this score.

3. **Average Number of Words Per Update Authored**
   - **Weight %:** 100
   - **Target Value:** 200
   - **Title Text:** Average Word Length of Your Updates
   - **Legend Text:** Update Effort
   - **Help Text:** Making your updates more substantial can improve this score.

4. **Number of Projects Started**
   - **Weight %:** 100
   - **Target Value:** 2
   - **Title Text:** Percent of Community Projects You Have Started
   - **Legend Text:** Projects Commissed
   - **Help Text:** Getting a start on all of your projects can improve this score.
A4.3.1 Focus Metrics

What focus measures do you expect to apply?

- Select check boxes to determine which metrics you wish to apply (whether or not this petal will appear in the aster plot).
- Select the weight you wish to assign to that metric (the width of that petal in the aster plot).
- Select a target value or learning objective (what it will take to color this petal to the circumference of the circle).
- Review and revise the standard text that appears in the petal mouseovers and the color-coded legend on the Analytics landing page.
- Add a custom focus metric if you wish.